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Wallabies is an innovative start-up in the world of team sport.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Over two years ago, Luigi Libroia, Federico Romano and Marco Englaro, the
founders of Wallabies, asked themselves a question.
What to do with a passion for football, a command of data statistics and expertise in
business intelligence?
The answer to this question led invariably to another question:
If we can have relevant information not only on all football players around the world
playing at club level but also on his performance on the pitch, how can we use that
knowledge to help an observer to select the right player for his club?
Thus Wallabies was born.
The founders together with the support of mathematicians and programmers have
created and developed a tool which supports any team management in its
acquisition of a player. By using ‘Machine Learning Algorithms’ that enables the
analysis of enormous amounts of data, the tool allows a club to make an informed
decision about any player in the transfer market. This tool not only saves time but
also increases the possibility of making real capital gains for a club.
And what’s more, Wallabies can find the future champions because its system levels
out the playing field giving every player the chance to be noticed.
In other words, Wallabies extrapolates, manages and processes vast amounts of
football data, statistics and information relative to every single player to find similar
players and their market value, ranking and, where possible, to predict their future
performances.
Wallabies can identify the comparables for every single player in the world. We
provide a selective research system based on over 30,000 players and 25 leagues
per season, underlining the percentage of qualitative and quantitative performance.
We estimate the value of the player through price comparison of a similar player
transferred in the market, correcting any discrepancies thanks to neural networks.
We can monitor the performance of every single player not only week by week, but
also highlight the best position on the field for a player and provide features not
directly observable such psychoattitudinal considerations like stress, leadership and
so on.
We can also implement tailor made research for our clients thereby satisfying any
need.
All this in a click.

